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Destinations

1
To present the thesis as a proposal for
future work and to simultaneously build
ideas that are flexible, malleable, and
applicable to research, post-graduation.

2
To celebrate small achievements that
might help to construct a larger body
of work over time, instead of aiming for
large and immediate changes.

3
To question the existing boundaries
of rationale and imagination with
new arrangements and compositions;
addressing convention with curiosity.
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Abstract

Small communities that were once reliant on the land for
basic sustenance progressively grew into large urban states.
Our current cities manufacture items that are exchanged
for other goods, by building factories that exploit resources
from the ground. These commodities are providing much
more than just food and shelter. Industry makes sustenance
a secondary need to production by objectifying nature.

Let’s Meet Over There is a series of curious, imaginative,
and tactile artworks that address feelings of detachment
from the Earth, by exploring the relationship between
vision and perspective. The selected items span the sound
of laughter, the subject of friendship, and even phone
calls with local sparrows. The works embrace uncertainty
even when the objective of each piece seems vague.

Italian writer Italo Calvino compares the weight of two
Industrial Revolutions, depicting the first with “rolling mills”
and “molten steel,” the second “with bits of information
that flow” also noting that everything we “value for lightness
quickly reveals… unbearable heaviness.” The following works
respond to the burden felt from relentless development
of these revolutions and their hidden complexities.

“Let’s meet over there” points to an ambiguous destination.
The expression is both inviting and friendly, encouraging
others to visit a range of landscapes with me. By oﬀering
various ways to see and to listen, I am hoping to make
room for contemplation over comprehension. Ultimately,
I wish to cultivate empathy for nature, for the unknown,
and the living beings within it.
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Introduction

This thesis is not about tools that we use to manipulate the
world surrounding us or denial towards the destruction
of our earth. It is also not about technology and its overuse,
pushing humanity further away from reality. But it does
suggest that we are quick to accept these advancements
and eager to comprehend things that are too complex
to make sense of in an instant.
Let’s Meet Over There is a collection of work, that covers
a range of topics, spanning sounds of laughter, the nature
of friendship, and even phone calls with local sparrows.
These pieces allow readers to ponder and then leave with
fresh eyes. While I am aiming to encourage imagination
and curiosity, these items are not made with dreamy intent.
By befriending objects and creatures, I address serious

concerns: feelings of disconnect from the real world and
attempts of reconnecting to it. The following inquiries are
directed towards this disquiet.
I am curious about how we understand our surroundings
through vision (ways of seeing) and attitude (also ways
of seeing). This thesis compares two specific approaches:
seeing things from top-down – like a bird’s eye view –
or on an equal plane – as seen in a perspective drawing.
Through this particular lens I observe how we relate to
one another, and the world around us, with the idea that
perspective (where we see things from) bears influence
on perception (how we see), and not the other way around.
In other words, these inquiries foreground the idea that
our biases cloud our experience.
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Ink Box

•

Charles Ray

•

•

1986

Phase of Nothingness–Water

Nobuo Sekine

Whereas Minimalism, emphasizes the material presence of an object
isolated from the passage of time, the artists associated with Mono-ha
were interested in what happened between things, in the dynamics
of their relationship as well as in change. Thus, for all the visual aﬃnities
between a Western-made object and those made by Mono-ha artists,
these connections have to do with appearance; they are morphological
and, at best, superficial.
Sekine’s containers are filled with water, which looks black but isn’t.
We see a constantly changing world reflected in the surface. They invite
us to “see ourselves in the brief moment that we are of the earth.” Ray’s
box is filled with black printer’s ink, its oily substance incompatible with
the limpidity of the water. It looks solid but it isn’t, which is why it is
perfectly American in every way.

•

1969

‘Mono-ha’ is the name for a group of artists that use a mix
of natural and man-made materials, mostly known for
artwork made in the late sixties to early seventies. Their aim
is to bring things together, while altering the medium as
little as possible. Instead of creating items for production
they rearrange existing things into pieces. This allows the
material to speak for itself, revealing the interdependent
relationships between the medium and its surrounding
space. The mono-ha artists are responding to preexisting
expectations about earthen material, by altering how
we relate to them.
I approach graphic design with a comparable point of view,
by sharing rather than communicating ideas. Like the
Mono-ha artists, I aspire to increase an awareness toward
our nearest surroundings, mostly by repositioning text
and image in its most natural and original form. Ultimately,
I wish to oﬀer more room for contemplation over instant
comprehension, cultivating empathy for the environment
and the living beings within it.

Yao, John. “Nobuo Sekine and Charles Ray and Their Sculptures Filled
with Liquid.” Hyperallergic.com. July 29, 2012.

Nobuo Sekine
•

Phase of Nothingness–MotherEarth
•

2012

Short-terms

Each word is first interpreted in terms of this thesis followed
by a general definition from the Merriam Webster’s Dictionary
and/or the Oxford Dictionary.

Contemplation
Contemplation implies that there is time to think, room
to consider, and space to observe. The careful manner
given this way of pondering makes it very diﬀerent from
brainstorming or analyzing. When contemplating, there
is less opinion and more appreciation.

noun

1

Look at on all sides; to consider with continued attention; to regard with deliberate care.

2

Have in view, as contingent or probable; to look forward to; to purpose; to intend.

Comprehension
While comprehension itself is a general understanding
that is recognized through text and image – comprehensive
information uses similar means to construct an overview
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noun

1 A whole for a part, or a part for a whole, or a definite number for an indefinite. Rhet
2 The complement of attributes which make up the notion signified by a general term. Logic
3 The capacity of the mind to perceive and understand; grasp with intellect; perception.

of more complex topics. Something comprehensive
can wear the mask of clarity, simplicity, and intelligence,
but frequently lacks contextual detail. This is especially
so when it makes references to things that need to be
appreciated through senses other than sight.
Sharing
Sharing is the idea of exchanging one thing for another.
There is more wiggle room to negotiate. It is a much
more generous approach that lends itself to considering
how parts relate to others, rather than compromising
when things diﬀer from one another.

verb

1

Possess (a view or quality) in common with others.

2

To be equally concerned; to partake, enjoy, or suﬀer with others.

3

Part among two or more; to distribute in portions; to divide.

Communication
Communication is the manner in which information
travels from point A to B. Something communicative
typically moves in one direction; as a method of delivery
it can fail to acknowledge alternate points of view.

noun

1

Pass on information, news, or ideas.

2

Convey or transmit (an emotion or feeling) in a nonverbal way.

3

Succeed in evoking others to understand.
07

Perspective
Perspective is visual – the angle at which we see things.
It is also a mindset or attitude that we build towards
the visual world. In this sense it is a specific point of view –
a particular way of seeing that is determined by position.

noun

1 Drawing on a two-dimensional surface, to give the eﬀect of distance.
2

4 True understanding of the relative importance of things; a sense of proportion.

Perception
1

Intuitive understanding and insight; an idea; a notion.

2

Understanding material objects or qualities through the senses. Metaph

3 Ability to see, hear, or become aware of something through the senses.
4 The quality, state, or capability, of being aﬀected by something external; sensation.

Reading
1
3

Read someone’s mind or thoughts; discern what someone is thinking.

4

Look for meaning that is hidden or implied rather than explicitly stated.

noun

1

Actual sight, by which physical qualities are appreciated.

2

Seen otherwise than by the ordinary sight; imaginary.

3

A phantom; a specter; something unreal; a creation of fancy.

4 The ability to think about the future with imagination.

noun

1

Foolish or unacceptable behavior.

2

Words, which have no meaning; absurdity.

3

Trifles; things of no importance;

Sense
Sense is how someone perceives the space surrounding
them. It does not necessarily refer to tangible experiences,
often describing an emotional understanding instead.
Sense can also be used to illustrate things that are not
there, like presence, absence, and direction.

Interpreting the characters, marks, features with which it is expressed.

2 Attribute meaning or significance; understand or interpret the nature of something.

Nonsense
Nonsense is something that does not seem logical, often
describing something silly or child-like. Ironically, nonsense
can be used to keep practical things more concrete.

A way of regarding, understanding, or interpreting something; an impression.
noun · verb

Vision
Vision is the sense of sight through the eyes but it is not
always concrete. Sometimes it is illusory – an image in the
mind, projected from imagination. A visionary plans ideas
based on what they think the future may look like.

A particular attitude toward regarding something; a point of view; a prospect.
noun

5

Reading is the ability to understand and interpret visual
information. The reading material itself does not need
to be text. Books, faces, rooms, palms, and even minds,
are readable, even when these items are not printed.

The relation of two figures in the same plane. Geometry

3 To give the impression of height, width, depth, and position in relation to each other.
5

Perception is the depth of understanding gained through
various senses, like vision, sound, and touch. It is also
a tangible measure of our material world, that can quantify
experience through the lens of an individual.
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noun

1

Perception by sensation; feeling.

2

Perception through recognition; understanding; appreciation.

3 A keen intuitive awareness to the presence of something.
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Awareness
Awareness is a sense of surrounding space as well as
feelings toward the situation within it. It can be sought
by intellect, knowledge, keen observation, and even
natural instinct.

noun

1

Knowledge or perception of a situation or fact.

2

Concern about; well-informed interest in a particular situation.

3

Watchful; informed; cognizant; conscious.

Touching
Commonly two surfaces touch when they press against
each other, but touch is not always tangible. Something
touching can be an emotional understanding. Touch
can also describe intellect or correspondence; as in losing
touch with reality, or when friends keep in touch.

adjective · noun · verb

1

To come in contact with; to perceive by the sense of feeling.

2

Arousing strong feelings of sympathy, appreciation, or gratitude.

3

To make an impression on; to have eﬀect upon.

Indefinite
Something indefinite is undetermined and it comes
with unease rather than anticipation. The unknown feels
strange, vague and uncertain.

adjective

1

Lasting for an unknown or unstated length of time.

2

Not clearly determined or fixed upon; uncertain; vague; obscure.

3 Large and unmeasured, though not infinite; unlimited space.

Infinite
Something infinite is never-ending. It lasts forever or for
a very long span of time. If a visual form – like a circle –
has no end or beginning it is also considered infinite.
Because of its endless character, something infinite does
not have boundaries and it is impossible to measure
by tangible means. Its mysterious nature is observed, not
only by artists, but by philosophers, mathematicians,
and scientists too.
Landscape
A landscape surrounds an onlooker. It is often described
in a horizontal manner with a sky and ground divided
by a line. The long and sideways direction of a landscape
captures the faraway distance between a viewer and
a vanishing point. The never-ending space beyond gives
the viewer breathing room to contemplate.
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adjective

1

Unlimited or boundless, in time or space; infinite duration or distance.

2

Indefinitely large or extensive; great; vast; immense; gigantic; prodigious.

3

An infinite quantity or magnitude. Math

noun

1 The visible features of an area or land, including all the objects it contains.
2 A picture representing a scene of nature, as fields, hills, forests, water. etc.
3 The manner in which a page, book, or illustration, is set, wider than it is high.
4 The distinctive features of a particular situation or intellectual activity.
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Flat-lay

12

A flat-lay is a photograph shot from a top-down view
where objects in the image are arranged to be seen from
above. The position of each item is set in a very specific
manner in order to capture a very particular way of life.
Interdependence
Interdependence is the shape of a relationship between
two or more figures where each relies on the other.

noun

1

Independence
Independence is the standalone state of a figure when
one is seperated from another. The relationship marks
a shift in power. The reveal becomes much clearer as the
distance between articles stretch.

noun

1 Not subject to bias, not subject, or control by others; self-directing; self-reliant.
2

Not depending on another for livelihood or subsistence; freestanding.

3

Capable of thinking or acting for oneself; not influenced or aﬀected by others.

4 Not connected with another or with each other; separate; from; exclusive.

Correspondence
Correspondence is an exchange between two or more
figures that share consonence. The parts or parties often
resemble one another.

noun · verb

1

Have close similarities; match in character, form, or function.

2

To be like something else in the dimensions and arrangement of its parts.

3

Communicate by exchanging letters.

Arrangement
Arrangement is a visual or figurative placement of items
where the considered position of individual articles
creates a composition. A composition can refer to musical
or active performance as well as a static visual display.

Dependence of two or more things on each other; mutually dependent.

noun

1

The act of putting in an orderly condition; disposition in suitable form.

2

A thing that has been arranged in a neat or attractive way.

3

A composition adapted for diﬀerent instruments or voices than originally specified.
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Concerns

Contemporary visual culture shows a growing tendency
to see the world from above. Birds-eye-views and flat-lays
are among the trendiest ways to photograph
and film images. But social media is not the only
place to find things captured from top-down.
Artist Hito Steyerl recognizes that it is a more
widespread phenomenon:

@AliceGao

•

Instagram

“Contemporary philosophers have pointed
out that the present moment is distinguished
by a prevailing condition of groundlessness…
Our sense of spatial and temporal orientation
has changed dramatically in recent years,
prompted by… the growing importance of aerial views:
overviews, Google Map views, satellite views.” 01

James Bridle is another artist that observes this new shift
in perspective, calling it a condition of a New Dark Age:

Flightaware.com

“One of the most extraordinary visualizations
on the internet is that provided by real-time
plane-tracking websites. Anyone can log on and
see… thousands of planes in the air… The view
of these flight trackers, like that of Google Earth
and other satellite image services… is available
to the general public… But this God’s-eye view
is illusory, as it also serves to block out and
erase private and state activities…” 02
While satisfying to see everything all at once and to feel
instantly more knowledgeable about otherwise extremely
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complex information and data, it is an illusion
encouraging viewers to look at the things in their
surroundings, not as equals but, as figures that
can be controlled. Needless to say, the outlook
is called a God’s-eye view.

Aerial Warfare

•

World War II

Macintosh Centris 660AV • 1993–94
“they’ll do just about anything you tell them to”

While the the more damaging results of using
a God’s-eye view are more apparent in aerial
hunting or drone warfare, it seems to have
influences on our everyday as well. Steyerl notes
that while “we grow increasingly accustomed
to what used to be called a God’s-eye view…
we are also noticing the decreasing importance
of a paradigm… that has long dominated our
vision: linear perspective” 03 Unlike real windows,
that look out onto landscapes, our desktops
provide browser windows that are layered one
on top of the other.

English artist and writer John Berger notes
that “Children in the industrialised world
are surrounded by animal imagery… Adults
take children to the zoo to show them the
Dead bird with a stomach full of plastic
originals of their “reproductions”… [but] the
animals seldom live up to the memories… Why are
these animals less than believed?” 0 4 Perhaps a strange
detachment begins – not with what or how we see it –
but with where we see it from. Our being seems more
connected to where we are than where we think we are.

Outside of warzones, and in increasingly remote
conditions, this perspective continues to lead

The following examples note how ways of seeing shift
our ways of being.
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Kai Löﬀelbein
•

Ctrl-X, A Topography of E-waste

“German photographer Kai Löﬀelbein spent
seven years documenting how… metals are
extracted… by some of the world’s poorest
people… In Agbobloshie, the world’s largest
e-dump… about 700 people… make a living
by scavenging for electronics… ” 0 5

one to dehumanize others. By marketing this top-down
approach as an easy means to gratification it also
promotes a sense of entitlement. In turn, this
attitude permits a certain disregard for
natural and urban environments alike, and –
even more importantly – the various living
beings within it.

•

Agbobloshie, Ghana
•

2011–14
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•

Ctrl-X, A Topography of E-waste

He meticulously documents the appalling
conditions under which workers… even
children, attempt to recover valuable raw
materials contained in e-waste… illegally
exported… to bypass expensive recycling.” 06
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Kai Löﬀelbein

“Löﬀelbein follows the electronic-waste trails
from Europe and the United States to the
post-apocalyptic scenery of Agbogbloshie
in Ghana [and] the e-waste city of Guiyu
in China.

•

Guiyu, China
•

2011–14

Field Notes

As if to imitate the multilayered windows on our computer
screens, the structure of our communities are progressively
being built top-down. While the ability to see
things from above provides a sense of control
for few, this generally cultivates dependency
on single organizations to provide everything.
In the foreword to Brave New World Revisited
Aldous Huxley explains this shift in tandem with
technology and capitalism:

Alphabet’s Sidewalk Labs is building a Smart City
in Toronto; Alphabet is Google’s parent company

“the progress of technology… is leading to such
a concentration and centralization of power…
Mass production cannot work without mass
distribution; but… raises problems which only
the largest producers can satisfactorily solve…”

In “the words of Winston Churchill… modern technology…
has led… to a society controlled by Big Business…” 07

Amazon Warehouse

Large corporations continue to expand their
supply of resources that now range from
products, to information, to services and etc.
These hierarchical structures lend themselves
to commodifying culture by establishing the
pretense that these complex networks, and
the amount of expertise required to build
them, are simple enough to understand and
the products are easy to acquire.
Amazon has recently gained even more presence both
online and oﬄine. A global conglomerate that provides
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digital services in e-commerce, cloud computing, and
artificial intelligence, now owns supermarkets across
the country. Artist and writer James Bridle
supports Huxley’s argument, using Amazon
as a contemporary model of Big Business
that capitalizes on technology in order
to monopolize the market:

Whole Foods 2 Hour Delivery

•

Amazon Warehouse Logistics

The Berlin Wall

•

French philosopher Bruno Latour suggests
similar: “the fall of the Berlin Wall symbolizes
the fall of socialism; the triumph of liberalism,
of capitalism… the voracious elites… return
at full strength… to take up their old work of exploitation
in banks, businesses and factories.” 1 2

1989

“Consumers don’t order goods alphabetically
or by type… As a result, Amazon employs
a logistics technique called ‘chaotic storage’ –
chaotic, that is, from a human point of view.
By locating products by association… rather
than by type it’s possible to construct much
shorter paths between items… Arranging the
world from the perspective of the machine
renders it computationally eﬃcient, but also
completely incomprehensible to humans…” 09

When the people working in Amazon warehouses are
trained to impersonate machines, it is easier to replace
them by actual machines in the future. One reason why
negotiation beyond necessary payment or basic working
conditions does not exist is because the workers are
so detached from their labor. In the words of Karl Marx
“It is not the satisfaction of a need, but only a means
for satisfying other needs.“ 1 0 But such alientation begins
long before Amazon and its digital machines. Marx
himself writes from the nineteenth century Germany.
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John Berger claims the “world altered fundamentally during
the 1990s… it was then that multinational organizations…
became supreme decision makers concerning
the evolution of the globe… What now keeps
the world turning is the next acquisition… any
sense of History, linking past and future, has
been marginalized, if not eliminated… people
are suﬀering a sense of Historic loneliness.” 1 1

“The internet itself helps shape this path
to inequality… global availability of services
produces a winner-takes-all marketplace,
from social networks… search engines… taxi
companies and grocery stores. Complaints
against communists – that we’d have to buy goods from
a single state supplier – has been supplanted by the
necessity of buying everything from Amazon.” 08
Amazon’s intentions to combine things into a streamline
of services does not stop there. Even its warehouse
shelves are organized so that it is more eﬃcient, mainly
for machines to read than it is for humans.

Chaotic Storage

The following list of historical events, and findings from
modern philosophers, critics and scholars, lead our focus
from progressive capitalism back to the God’s-eye view
as it contributes to the disconnect between ourselves and
our surroundings.

That same year British scientist Tim Berners-Lee invents
the World Wide Web. Engineers begin building programs
for scientists, conducting research at large universities
and institutions – a new means of sharing information with
others. It is a large hypertext database with typed links
and at the time this proposal attracts little interest. But
alongside widespread use of the personal computer,
the internet also becomes easily available. The world wide
web now makes information aceessible to all –
professionals and non-professionals alike –
although it comes with a specific point-of-view.

The World Wide Web

•

1989

In the early 1960s, American engineer Douglas
Engelbart works on an augmentation project
that includes a mouse-driven cursor with layers
of windows. These screens enable engineers
to write hypertext on digital surfaces. The first
iterations take inspiration from the Memex
machine – an idea that the engineer Vannevar
Bush suggests in 1945. These new visualizations from the
1960s lead to eventual advancements made in the 1970s.
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Xerox PARC develops the Alto personal computer in 1973.
The screen uses bitmapping and it is the first computer
to use the desktop metaphor. It also introduces
the idea of a graphical user interface, soon
made available for widespread commercial use,
alongside the internet.

Graphical User Interface

•

1973

As artist Hito Steyerl hints, “linear perspective…
is being supplemented… by multiple perspectives,
overlapping windows and divergent vanishing
points.” 1 3 She also recognizes that the personal
computer is a more recent example of this view
so her search leads further back in time:
“With the conquest of outer space… comes development
of new perspectives and techniques of orientation, found
in an increasing number of aerial views of all kinds. While…
these developments can be described as… characteristics
of modernity, the past few years have seen visual culture
saturated by military and entertainment images [with] views
from above… This establishes a new visual normality…

Distancing between object and subject is exacerbated…
into the… gaze of superiors onto inferiors… looking down
from high to low.” 1 4

Apollo 11

•

Moon Landing

•

1969

Apollo 11 is the first spacecraft to land on the
Moon when Neil Armstrong becomes the first
man to walk on its surface. The event broadcasts
on television to a worldwide audience and the
historical moment lingers, Armstrong’s famous
words echoing “One small step for a man, one
giant leap for mankind.” The feat is impressive
historically, emotionally, and visually. In fact,
the Moon landing in 1969 is so spectacular and
unbelievable that conspiracy theories begin
to arise, claiming that NASA is faking the first landing to win
the Space Race. The emerging doubt – or the emotional
distance felt between the image projected on television and
the event itself – seems irrelevant to the actual amount
of space between the Moon and the Earth. What makes the
viewers feel uncertain is the illusive quality of television
and the sensation of seeing Earth from above.

American type designer Jonathan Hoefler examines illusion
everyday. Reading text involves constant movement from
verticality and horizontality, as is looking at the page from
above and reading lines sideways. He notes that optical
illusions, in the thickness of letter strokes, are compromises
made between our expectations and reality:
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“The Journal of Experimental Psychology… suggests that
our field of vision… has an eﬀect on the relative perception
of size… because our brains evolve to reckon with the
three-dimensional world… expectations that… bear upon
two-dimensional forms often don’t apply. When there’s
a disconnect between what we see and what we expect
to see, then we experience an optical illusion.” 1 5
Interviews conducted in the 1930s, with illiterate and newly
literate peasants from Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan, reveal
that “Literates saw optical illusions; illiterates sometimes
didn’t.” Basically, we see what we are taught to see, and
we are skeptical when what we see is not what we believe.
This experience can be confusing but also sensational.

Invented in 1962, Sensorama is an early example of multisensory technology, better known as virtual reality. VR uses
computer-generated images and simulated environments
to bring life to illusions. The reason why virtual
experiences are captivating is similar to why we
find the Moon landing fascinating: “VR makes
the impossible possible by tricking your eyes, and
brain, into thinking you’re someplace else…” 1 6

Sensorama • Virtual Reality • 1962
takes you into another world with 3-D, wide vision,
motion, color, stereo, aromas, wind, vibrations

But in VR our bodies feel doubt. “Cybersickness
is a real phenomenon caused by the fact that
your inner ears don’t feel the motion your eyes
are perceiving…” 17 The queesiness takes cues
from natural instinct – a real aversion towards
groundlessness and the feeling of detachment
from our Earth.

Regardless, control of machines through screens via digital
access is becoming increasingly remote. This distance can
have devastating consequences because general feelings
of detachment can easily lead to ignorance.
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Virtual reality, aerial hunting, and drone warfare all work
in service to this alientation. The dominating few often use
it to separate themselves from the many. In these cases fear
and guilt permeate all relationships; those that are human
to human, human to animal, and human to nature.

“Contrary to horizontal wars, vertical wars do not allow for
an encounter between opposing sides, because they literally
put opponents on diﬀerent planes… Not only are people
on the ground subjected to an all-seeing, potentially lethal
gaze from above, verticality also fundamentally changes
the way they are seen… viewed from above, says Schmitt,
the enemy is turned from equal opponent into an unlawful
criminal whose rights are suspended…” 1 9

Aerial hunters can drive animals to exhaustion
without the opportunity for it to escape or hide.
Unlike hunting on the ground for sport, it is not
fair chase. Clean kill is also rare because moving
vehicles do not provide steady ground to shoot
from. So the animal under attack dies a painful
death, whether intended or not.

Aerial Hunting

•

Aerial hunting begins in 1948 when federal agents
are controlling wolf populations by shooting
them from helicopters. Shooting wolves becomes common
in the 1960s and the sport is widespread from 1967 until
1972, until the goverment passes the Airborne Hunting Act.
This prohibits shooting or harassing birds, fish, or animals
from an aircraft. But only after sacrificing large populations

1948

Israeli Drones in Palestine

•

2018

of wolves and bears is tracking and chasing wild animals
to exhaustion considered unethical.
Aerial hunting shares its most destructive qualities with
drone warfare. While the presence of drones in our everday
comes with more widespread aﬀordability and availability,
drone use in military combat has a much longer
and lethal history. Oﬃcially called unmanned
aerial vehicles, the earliest record of drone use
in a battle dates back to 1849 when Austrian
forces fill big balloons with explosives and send
the devices to attack Venice.

Balloon Attack on Venice

•

1849

Independent scholar Svea Bräunert finds that
“Critics such as Grégoire Chamayou and ByungChul Han… [focus] on the role of verticality
in their attempts to make sense of drone warfare.
Building on the conceptual framework established by Carl
Schmitt in his writing on aerial warfare… they hold verticality
responsible for furthering disconnection…” 18 Their studies
reveal one clear thing about fighting from afar and above.
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Drone terrorism stems from its use in warfare.
Time magazine reports that “in the fall of 2016…
ISIS militants sent fleets of small drones… that
[carry] grenades… and [miniature] explosives.” 2 0
The schemes of drone warfare and terrorism
resemble those in aerial shooting – the targets
are “hunted down like prey.” The dilemma is that
we are given easy access to drone technology,
and we use the same devices everyday, outside
of war. The “technology [is] widely available
at retailers including Amazon and Walmart” 2 1 that are the
platforms thriving on top-down persepectives themselves.

Bräunert is also observant of the increasingly widespread
use of these aerial machines:
“Since the first decade of the twenty-first century
drones have become more and more part of
our contemporary world. They are used in war;
for border control and domestic surveillance;
agriculture, sports… journalism… entertainment,
filmmaking, and the arts.” 2 2

Apple TV Screensaver • 2018

She even defines this moment as the “dawn
of a drone age, a turning point in history when
the technology of surveillance and of remote
engagement is changing the way we live and understand the
world.” 23 The most urgent problems with devices that are
providing views from above, is not only the illusion of control
but a large seperation from reality where users become
unaware of the consequences that follow their commands.
The growing distance only makes things more unclear.
“The resolution, although detailed enough to allow operators
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to aim, is not good enough to distinguish faces. All that
operators can see are the figures blurred into facelessness…
The drone’s cameras… allow operators to fulfill their task
without being troubled by empathy or relationally.” 24 The
distance that these altered perspectives create is not
only spacial but increasingly psychological. Illusions fulfill
fantasies, not realities. But reality takes time so we are
prone to lose patience – the capacity to learn,
to reflect, to compose independent opinions;
and moreover, the basic desire for wisdom and
compassion over knowledge.
But views from above were stunning at first.
French balloonist and photographer GaspardFélix Tournachon is a the first person to take
photographs while airborne. Known as Nadar,
he begins filming Paris from balloon in 1839.
Balloonist Gaspard-Félix Tournachon (Nadar)
His adventurous work documents large cities,
but the photos he is recognized for no longer exist. The
earliest aerial photograph that survives is one of Boston
shot by James Wallace Black and Samuel Archer King.

Bräunert observes that the context we hold our images
in is changing rapidly and that “‘photography…’ As it has
been traditionally understood in theory and
practice, has undergone a transition – it has
become something else, something that’s
diﬃcult to make sense of within the existing
analytic framework.” 25

Boston

•

Aerial Photography

•

The way we consume digital photographs
also changes the way we see our surroundings.
John Berger explains, “photography oﬀered…
technical opportunity; it was an implement.
1860
Now, instead of oﬀering choices, its usage
and its ‘reading’ is becoming a habitual and unexamined
part of modern perception.” 26 He examines the reasons
behind this desensitization, but graciously describes the
changes as transformation:
“Many developments [contribute] to this transformation.
The new film industry. The invention of the lightweight
camera – so that the taking of a photograph [ceases]

to be a ritual and becomes a ‘reflection’. The discovery
of photojournalism – whereby the text follows the pictures
instead of vice versa… [and] the emergence of advertising
as a cubical economic foe.” 2 7
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Victorian English illustrator Frederick Barnard is known
for depicting the novels of Charles Dickens. Barnard uses
the common phrase a picture is worth ten thousand words
first in 1921 to advocate the narrative abilities of graphic
images and its potential to achieve more than text alone.

William Playfair

•

Infographics

•

1786

Scottish engineer and political economist
William Playfair, recognizes this much earlier.
Playfair is the father of infographics and
the founder of graphical methods in statistics.
As early as 1785 he begins drawing graphics.
He invents various diagrams, including the bar
chart and the pie chart, while illustrating
complex information about economics and
war. These infographics are visually clear
and easy to interpretate.

Despite its concise and direct structure, Aldous Huxley
states that “however elegant and memorable, brevity can
never, in the nature of things, do justice to all the facts
of a complex situation… Omission and simplification help
us to understand – but help, in many cases, to understand
the wrong thing.” 2 8
Korean Arist Lee Ufan works closely with abstraction
in both his paintings and his sculptures. Lee calls the world
of instant imaging “an age of immense objectification.” 2 9
He argues that “No matter what we see, we are uncertain.
Through abstraction and informationization, everything
has become an image, lacking… depth and thickness…
We are placed in a state of complete alienation.” 3 0 Lee also
agrees with Berger in that ”the world does not appear
visible, a vivid state… turned into an unrelated landscape
that we all pass by, barely noticing it.“ 3 1
Berger suggests an “alternative use of photography” that
incorporates it “into social and political memory, instead
of using it as a substitute… [an] atrophy of such memory.” 3 2
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Industrial Revolution

•

1760–1830

Both Lee and Berger seem to struggle with materialistic
properties of images – the ability to posess the visual idea
of what an object represents, rather than its
inherent value. Consumerism is more confusing
to those who see worth in less worldly things.
So a common standard of exchange establishes
itself during the industrial revolution and the
developments lead sizable populations to more
urban sites. Now specific skyscrapers represent
certain large cities and those working inside
the high-rise buildings, continue to seek these
overviews from above.
The Industrial Revolution in Europe and America takes
place between 1760 to 1830, during which rural communities
grow into large urban states. Families that were previously
dependent on agriculture, hand tools, and basic machines
begin moving towards factories that provide access to jobs.
As the demand for iron and textile grows, factories require
labor for streamline production. The new steam engine also
calls for construction on railways. While industrialization

does improve some things like banking, transportation,
and communication, as well as the standard of living for few,
employment and living conditions for the working classes
stay miserable.
Steyerl considers this specific “view from above a perfect
metonymy for a much more general verticalization of class
relations in the context of… class war from above.” 33 The
parallels between the God’s-eye view and its uses in class
distinction is also comparable to its use in colonization.

Mercator Projection

•

1596

Dutch cartographer Gerardus Mercator draws
the infamous Mercator map in 1569. He first
translates the compass’ directions into straight
lines but this stretches both the northern and
southern poles of the sphere. While all flat maps
are distorted, the Mercator map makes Africa
and South America appear much too small.
“The Mercator map gives us a sixteenth century
world view because it shows Europe [much]
larger, [than] colonised countries.“ 3 4

Bräunert thinks the word “‘geography…’ has almost nothing
to do with cartography or mapmaking. Instead, geography
has to do with how humans sculpt the Earth’s surface, and
how humans… are, in turn, sculpted.” 35 The disconnect we
feel comes from our relationship with the ground – the lack
of care about Earth. Still presuming it can produce more,
we are polluting our surroundings with small bits of plastic
and trash as well as images that want us to want more.
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British artist and designer Paul Elliman “argued
that not only is design leading us to destruction,
but… the very existence of typography… by its
mechanical nature, represents our overzealous
belief in technology.” 3 6

Metal Type

•

1439

The graphic design industry is only one among
many fields that contributes to this expansion,
globalization, and commodification of product
and media. While struggling to connect readers
to contextual details, graphic designers are simultaneously
engaged in disconnecting the two, by excessively editing,

paraphrasing, and reconstructing what we read. Under
the pretense of clarification, this model of thinking furthers
the distribution of oversimplified content that continues
to foster feelings of detachment and lack of understanding
about where things come from.
Bruno Latour asks “if we have stopped being modern,
if we can no longer separate the work of proliferation from
the work of purification, what are we going to become?”
He proposes that we “slow down [and] reorient” 37
Steyerl wishes for something similar, that we “consider the
crucial role of the horizon in all of this.” After all “the horizon
line [is] an… important element in navigation. It [defines]…
limits of communication and understanding… determining
one’s own location and relation to one’s surroundings,
destinations, or ambitions…” 3 8
This thesis cannot provide answers. The work only suggests
that we pause, that we consider the horizon, that we feel
the ground beneath our feet, and appreciate what we share.
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3
If this is the case, what are the
boundaries that surround sense
and nonsense?

5

Make • Sense

Italian artist and designer Bruno Munari observes “a growing number of objects made in all sorts of ways in all sorts of materials”
noting that “the artists of today are busily looking for something that will once again interest the people… distracted as they are by
a multitude of visual stimuli.” 01 Scholar Adrian Forty supports this idea of surplus: “the activity of design [is]… of great assistance to…
industries making consumer goods, supplying the variety that [enables] manufacturers to… [increase] their sales and their profits.” 02
Currently this sense of the design world applies to everything including items and information – like books – and experiences – like
buying books. In the 1998 film You’ve Got Mail, Tom Hanks — who is Joe Fox — describes the mega bookstore business model as “the
end of civilization as you know it.” 03 In creating the Fox Book Superstore he marries the coﬀee shop and the bookstore, empowering
consumers with the ability to make choices: “The whole purpose of places like Starbucks is for people with no decision-making ability
whatsoever to make six decisions just to buy one cup of coﬀee. Short, tall, light, dark, caf, decaf, low-fat, non-fat, etc. So people who don’t
know what the hell they’re doing or who on Earth they are can get – for only $2.95 – not
just a cup of coﬀee but an absolutely defining sense of self!” 0 4

Bruno Munari
•

1
How can graphic design support
and encourage unconventional ways
of seeing?

Inquiries

2
Can graphic design be considered
successful if it promotes the idea of being
lost instead of providing clarification?

Useless Machine

In the past twenty years large bookstores have come and gone. We are now left with a
plethora of digital experiences. Nevermind the ability of services that deliver books
straight to the buyer’s doorstep within days – digital format texts are now available online,
downloadable within seconds. The manners and methods used to accomplish these
routines are constantly modified. Media theorist Neil Postman argues that television –
by broadcasting serious subject matter as entertainment – is largely responsible for such
rapid changes in reading habits. He also observes that even the most basic technological
advancements aﬀect our current views of politics, news, and history. His first few
examples come from Lewis Mumford’s Technics and Civilization: “The clock made us
into time-keepers, and then time-savers, and now time-servers. In the process, we have
learned irreverence toward the sun and the seasons, for in a world made up of seconds
and minutes, the authority of nature is superseded… The invention of eyeglasses… [also]
suggests the idea that human beings need not accept as final… the endowments of nature.”
He even argues that there is an additional “link between the invention of eyeglasses in the
twelfth century and gene-splitting research in the twentieth century.” 05
But Postman is not the first person to notice that technology can lead one to play God, or
at least believe they have certain powers and capabilities. English artist and writer John
Berger finds the same phenomenon in modern photography: “Today we see the art of
the past as nobody saw it before… This diﬀerence can be illustrated in terms of what was
thought of as perspective… the convention of perspective… [addresses] a single spectator
who, unlike God, could only be in one place at a time.” 06 So when German-Jewish art
historian Erwin Panofsky’s notes that “visual impression… is determined by the freely
chosen position of a subjective ‘point of view’” 07 Berger can only agree: “Photographs
are not, as is often assumed, a mechanical record. Every time we look at a photograph,
we are aware, however slightly, of the photographer selecting that sight from an infinity
of other sights…” 08
Berger also finds that numerical facts and information share problems with pictures
made mechanically: “Language used by the media to present and classify the world…
deals with percentages, shifts in opinion-polls, unemployment figures, growth rates,
mounting debts, estimates of carbon dioxide, et cetera, et cetera… It does not speak of
regret or hopes.” Artist James Bridle calls it “the magic of big data… the belief that complex
systems can be understood by dismantling them into their constituent pieces and
studying each in isolation.” 09 But if we live in such a constant state of manipulation and
detachment, why do artists continue making abstract things, adding to the confusion?
The legendary design duo, Charles and Ray Eames, were asked a similar question: “Does
Design imply the idea of products that are necessarily useful?” – to which Charles Eames replied, “Yes, even though the use might be
very subtle.” 10 In this same spirit, Munari presents his Useless Machines or Macchina Inutile, to be more precise: “‘Useless machine’ lends
itself to many interpretations: They are useless because unlike other machines they do not produce goods for material consumption,
they do not eliminate labour nor do they increase capital. Some people declared that on the contrary they were extremely useful
because they produced goods of a spiritual kind.” 1 1 Artists and designers are constantly seeking for opportunities to make connections
between things, but there is a growing need to make, sense, seperately but then again together. American writer Rebecca Solnit asks
this rhetorical question: ”We treat desire as a problem to be solved… [we] focus on… how to acquire… rather than on the nature and the
sensation of desire… I wonder sometimes whether with a slight adjustment of perspective it could be cherished as a sensation on its own
terms, since it is… inherent to the human condition?” 12 Perhaps something abstract asks for just a little shift in perspective.

Reading Material

Reading Material

Castle • Garden • Flower

Castle • Garden • Flower

The practice of writing demands careful wording and editing. These
letterforms are made in a similar way, first by constructing a coherent
body and then eliminating parts of the whole – the remaining pieces
compose a letter. When designing a full alphabet certain letters should
resemble one another, as characters do in a typeface.

In his book Amusing Ourselves to Death, media theorist Neil Postman writes of two dystopian novels – George Orwell’s 1984 and Aldous
Huxley’s Brave New World: “Contrary to common belief, even among the educated, Huxley and Orwell did not prophesy the same
thing... What Orwell feared were those who would ban books. What Huxley feared was that there would be no reason to ban a book,
for there would be no one who wanted to read one.” 01 He goes on to note that “the act of reading in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries had an entirely diﬀerent quality to it than the act of reading does today… the printed word had a monopoly on both attention
and intellect, there being no other means… to access public knowledge.” 02 Postman claims that television is responsible for altering
the way we read. He observes diﬀerences between oral and literate societies, discovering that generations of readers are becoming
increasingly “post-literate” by means of screen-based media.
This is statistically true: “As far as reading habits were concerned,
academic credentials mattered less than whether a person had
been raised in the era of television. The NEA… found… between
1982 and 2002 , the percentage of Americans who read literature
declined not only in every age group but in every generation.” 0 3
Caleb Crain in the New Yorker explains that “Americans [may] prefer
to learn about the world… with television and other streaming
media, rather than with the printed word.” He also notes that “the
numbers may be reflecting a shift in the way that people read
news and essays… [since] reading an e-book and listening to an
audiobook both count as reading.” 0 4
Apart from these screen-based distractions, another concern is that
reading activities take time and digital mediums oﬀer the option to
multitask. Daniel Willingham in the The New York Times finds that
the idea of multitasking is a myth: “The human mind is not designed for doing two things simultaneously, so if we multitask, we’ll get
gist, not subtleties… when we focus, we slow down. We re-read the hard bits. We stop and think. Each is easier with print than with a
podcast. Print also supports readers through diﬃcult content via signals to organization like paragraphs and headings, conventions
missing from audio.” 0 5 So typographers are constantly reconsidering the traditional placement of text on paper, a quality that is both
visual and tangible. There are numerous conventions about books that its makers confront. Another one is the idea that digital media
is better for the environment. But pixels carry tangible weight too. Artist James Bridle notes that the cloud is a false metaphor: “The
cloud is not weightless… It is a physical infrastructure consisting of phone lines, fibre optics, satellites, cables on the ocean floor, and
vast warehouses filled with computers, which consume huge
amounts of water and energy.” 0 6 These Reading Materials aim to
encourage diﬀerent ways of seeing and reading, whether in print or
in pixels. While sharing concerns with Postman for the potential
readers that seem to be shifting away from a literate way of living,
I am also interested in making sure that we continue reading text,
objects, and spaces. In making work I consider visual and tangible
settings as meticulously as type setting.

New Wonders

Christopher Ingraham in The Washington Post links our aﬃnity
for literature with our ability to empathize: “A number of recent
studies have demonstrated that fiction – and particularly literary
fiction – seems to boost the quality of empathy in the people who
read it, their ability to see the world from another person’s eyes…
So if we’re reading less literature, it stands to reason that we may
Expanding Wonder
becoming… less empathetic.” 07 Crain also argues that “it can be
amusing to read a magazine whose principles you despise, but it is almost unbearable to watch such a television show. And so… we
may be less likely to spend time with ideas we disagree with.” 08 Waning literacy may put generosity and kindness at risk but it also
adds issues of political urgency. Studies even show that “readers are more likely than non-readers to play sports, exercise, visit art
museums… and volunteer. Proficient readers are also more likely to vote.” 0 9
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This graphic designer’s relationship to Reading Material is clear, political leaning less so. Orwell sees otherwise – of four great motives
for writing, he names the fourth political purpose: “Desire to push the world in a certain direction, to alter other people’s idea of the
kind of society that they should strive after… The opinion that art should have nothing to do with politics is itself a political attitude.” 10
Japanese-American curator, Andrew Blauvelt agrees: “All printing was (and is) political.” After all “the connections between politics
and writing… is enshrined in the First Amendment of the United States Constitution as a founding trope of American democracy.” 11
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Circles reappear throughout this collection as its well rounded manner
applies to various components of the work. Circles also mix well with
other geometric figures to make countless new shapes. Common aﬃnity
for circles is found in its infinite and its indefinite nature – an interest
shared with various artists, philosophers, mathematicians, and scientists.

Writer Jorge Luis Borges also explores the idea of infinity in his short
story The Aleph. For Borges, the aleph hidden in the corner of a cellar,
is an infinite space that contains all other points. Anyone who gazes
into it can see everything in the universe from every angle simultaneously.
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Lost & Found Letters

Lost & Found Letters

The aleph “is also the symbol of transfinite numbers, of which any part
is as great as the whole.” Borges’ infinity applies to the latin alphabet
as well. Its twenty-six letters create infinite sets, thus infinite outcomes,
possibilities, and expressions. Perhaps this is the source of my fondness
for the alphabet as well as the circle.
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I lost Amy’s blonde bobby pin. It reminds me, mine are always black.
I think about writing her a letter explaining the incident; as if I never
lost it; like it is there in front of me. Instead I write her a simple series
of twenty-six black letters, made from my own bobby pins. ‘Letters
to Amy’ are available in Black, Brunette, Ginger, and Blonde weights.
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New Worlds

New Wonders

New Worlds

Come Full Circle is an imaginery event curated by a make-believe group
of librarians. The collective idea is to travel in a bookmobile, hosting
book discussions and film screenings along the way. These gatherings
celebrate the various worlds that we encounter through literature.
Promotional materials use large format printing, silkscreen, and UV inks.
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Series of 16

Wonder describes childhood experiences, surprise, and curiosity.
This object expands the word wonder in both literal and figurative ways.
With some twists and turns the word wonder on its side acquires
new typographic patterns.
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“The Wonder Years starred [Fred] Savage as a young boy coming of age
during the 1960s. It aired from 1988–1993 on ABC .” In a short interview
he states that “you can’t really go back to it… You can’t be twelve again,
and that’s why that time in our life is so special and why the memories
still stay with us, warm us and haunt us.”
www.businessinsider.com/wonder-years-fred-savage-no-revival-spinoﬀ-series-2015-6
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Lighter Than Air

Lighter than Air

Often, weight is a substitute for the word power – the weight (power)
of paper, weight (power) in argument, weight (power) of a signature.
In graphic design, weight can refer to a physical mass, as well as the
thickness of a typeface. Lighter than Air is an installation of words
set in diﬀerent weights of Univers, notable for its wide range of widths.

Moonbeam

•

Univers

•

47 Light Condensed

Installation

•

What in the Univers is Lighter than Air?

Dust

•

Univers

•

57 Condensed

Yesterday

Tied to balloons filled with helium and suspended midair, the situation
sets up an illusion; lighter words appear to float and heavier words
seem to weigh the balloon down. The situation prompts the question:
What in the Univers is lighter than air?
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Interview with Thomas Thwaites

Dring, dring… Hello?

Hello?
May I speak to Thomas Thwaites please?

Thomas Thwaites is a British designer and writer. His interests span
nature, technology, history, and the far future. Among other work
he has made a toaster from scratch and has become a goat, living
among them by making prosthetic parts. The way he approaches
research and journalism inspires me to observe things more closely.

Would it be better to go back to this small scale thing? Everything would suddenly
become much more expensive and is that necessarily better? It’s a very complex thing.
Maybe we should have more locally produced objects, but then maybe that’s just a stupid
simplification of this complicated world. My toaster took me months to make, I was
traveling all over the place, it’s absolutely ineﬃcient, and its the largest carbon footprint of
any toaster that’s ever been made. So there’s not just an easy answer.

Yes, speaking! How can I help you?
Probably one of the more expensive toasters ever made, also?
Oh, hi! I’m Eury, I called earlier for an interview. Would you be available to speak now?

Hi Eury, yeah sure!

Yeah, definitely. That was the other thing – the price – should it and does it reflect the actual
cost? This was one of the biggest concerns with the Toaster Project.

It might be this natural complexification. Once something gets to a certain level of
complexity, tracing the connections becomes a full time job. And it’s the same with
everything, even the banking system I suppose.
Yeah, so I would agree, I think maybe there are kind of parallels between all of these
extended supply chains. I mean a digital object, a piece of digital media, is theoretically
more traceable. But maybe it’s not, because even money is digital now, isn’t it. I think that’s
an interesting point. I think there are parallels and these extended chains might be an
interesting way of thinking about the world at the moment.

And by connections I don’t mean a scientific truth, but rather the number of citations that a
particular idea has, especially in diﬀerent spheres that use diﬀerent instruments – it’s kind
of building up these hallow confirmations. I’m just thinking of infowars that generate lots
of online connections, but that somehow becomes an echo chamber rather than evidence
showing lots of diﬀerent perspectives.

sucked into other times and places. But whether that’s the same for everyone is diﬃcult
to say. People are becoming more prone to depression and more stressed out, and I think
that there’s definitely an argument that you could link those two things. Meditation is all
about being present in the moment and that’s proven to have kind of beneficial aﬀects on
peoples’ mental health.

In the Goat Man project – you wanted to evoke a completely diﬀerent perspective. That’s something

How are some ways that you might encourage us to understand other beings, like goats, in our everyday

that I am constantly trying to do in my own work. I particularly enjoy the way you note it as human

lives – in relation to this idea of presence and trying to keep people in the present?

beings wishing for a characteristic perspectives of animals: “instead of the ferocity of a bear, or the
perspective of a bird, the characteristic most useful in modern life is something else; being present in

Do you think that people living outside of these investiagations are aware of these complexities?

the moment.”

I think, physicality and that was the successful part of the Goat Man project, the physical
change. Because if you change how you interact with the world in a physical way then it

Okay, great! I’ll start straight away – I first encountered your work in two diﬀerent seminar courses
about materials, I had initially wanted to interview you about our over-produced world and your
Toaster Project. Since then new questions have accumulated and I now want to know more about your
relationship with materials and how you think they are used to illustrate particular world views.

Sounds good! I’ll try and answer your questions. They seem very kind of thoughtful,
which is great, but I hope I can give you satisfactory answers – Eury smiles.
I find that a lot of your work tends to examine the relationship between nature and technology, as well
as history and the far future (or how we will be historically portrayed in the future?) and I was wondering
where this interest come from – does it stem from your concerns or is there just a natural aﬃnity to
animals and nature that you wish to protect?

I think it possibly comes from a desire to place myself in the world, or place us in the world a
bit more. You know, understand the continuum of things. I’ve always thought that it’s quite
interesting how you see a window of time, yet you’re kind of linked to it, both culturally –
as changes happen – and then also biologically. With the toaster, I thought that all this
complex technology comes from the ground somewhere… and I guess I was just trying to
understand or investigate how I fit into the bigger sort of continuum of everything that’s
happening in the world.
Are you also trying to find the hidden marks that we make?

Hmm, yeah. I mean, it’s sort of hidden – maybe it’s like hidden in plain sight. I guess you
don’t go around contemplating your evolutionary heritage every moment of your life.
You’re more worried about getting on the bus or something. But it’s all there and I guess I
try and bring it to the front a bit more.
I am also wondering if you had any growing concerns with the cultural impact of the industry that you

The Toaster Project
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Goat Man

saw, while you were working on the Toaster Project. Like when you first went to the more local mines, they
were only open for sort of historical preservation, or for tourists, and I am wondering if it was worrisome
to see that we exploit further and wider in order to get more resources for cheaper?

Do you mean that it’s very diﬃcult to trace where an object came from originally and that
it’s also very diﬃcult to trace where a piece of media came from? – Eury nods.

I think it takes time to understand things and to gain expertise. Everyone is certainly
capable of understanding these things even without a finger in the world – I mean we both
have a finger in that world, of media and design and whatever. But are you going to bother
with this kind of thing when it doesn’t seemingly aﬀect you? It’s a full time job. Journalism,
you know, kind of tracing and connecting these findings. With the toaster, I was doing this
for months, eﬀectively kind of writing this story, tracing these connections, researching,
and trying to put it into a form that might be interesting enough spike above the general
noise that we all kind of live in.

It’s quite diﬃcult to talk about human beings generally, but there is something that I do
wonder about – if the idea that we live in a simulation is actually embedded in reality.
We’re all linked through these devices that we carry around with us to diﬀerent times and
places. It’s a second nature type thing that’s part of our brains now. I would say that we’re
linked so much more to other times and places than ever before.

Yeah, I mean it could be. I think food is another thing like that. You buy a carton of milk and
the milk is going to be blended – it’s not made on a single farm – it’s likely a mix of diﬀerent
milks from multiple farms, going through the big dairy supply chain and homogenized.

I think this parallel you’re drawing with the media and objects, it’s interesting because
fake news is the term of the moment, isn’t it? And so there’s a diminished belief in truth,
somehow. An argument for deciding what is most truthful is its number of connections.

There is an argument that it’s not good for us. I’m never very interested in social media
because I’m too jealous. I realized that and so I’ve never really kind of got into it. I stand by
that statement; I think that it’s certain for me anyway. It’s kind of important not to get too

I became interested in your work because I find that the abstraction of our material knowledge –
the idea that we no longer know where things come from – is very much like the changes we are

Yeah, definitely, like with cultural labor implications of globalization. The overriding
concern with the Toaster Project is that such complex things are so cheap. Especially
given this kind of feeling that the really inexpensive processes that create this object are
not likely to be environmentally benign. I also suspect that the kind of labor that went into
this kind of object can’t be cheap and still be equitable, fair, or just. But, on the other hand
I’ve got my toaster at home – I shop around for the cheapest version of something and so,
I’m complicit in it. I know that these problems exist and I’m kind of creating them.
The Toaster Project was a way of investigating those things. So the visit to the mine, the
mines, they’re tiny in comparison to the sort of vast, open pit mines that we have now.

11

experiencing with our exposure to media. Our information from media, I think works in the same way,
fast media in particular. Do you agree that there is a connection? Do you think that there are any
parallel explanations as to why this happens as with both our products and our knowledge?

Do you feel that our human beings are becoming less conscious of the present? Do you think that this
is directly related our understanding or also misreading of our material world?

really does kind of shift your perspective a bit. It’s like when you’re ill, you don’t notice your
body until it stops working in this normal day to day way. I think there is an important
aspect of the mind and the body together. So I would encourage people to try and get to
know others by changing how they interact with the environment.

This conversation was held over a phone made with paper cups and string. The length of string was just long
enough to sustain its tension and keep us connected over the oﬃce desk. The phone tethered us to each
other. The restraints of limited distance made us both aware of each others’ physical presence. This phone
conversation provides a context for this interview about sensing our material world.

This was so great Thomas. Thank you so much for accepting to do this over the phone with me!

It’s a pleasure, it’s been interesting!
Thank you again, I’m hanging up now. Okay, bye!

Have a nice day, bye!
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Losing Touch

Losing Touch

You Are Invited

You Are Invited

Bells contain a visible but intangible void. This piece is a set of invitations
that welcome any religious, semi-religious, or non-religious beings
to listen to the church bells, filling the cathedral’s open lot with sound and
with each others’ presence. It also draws attention to the absence
of sound after the bells stop chiming.

Artist and writer James Bridle envisions our contemporary world with progressive automation and growing detachment calling
these the qualities and conditions of a New Dark Age. In his book he describes a speech given by art critic John Ruskin in 1884: “In
his lectures, he argued that the fiat lux of creation – the moment when the God of Genesis says, Let there be light – is also fiat anima, the
creation of life. Light, he insisted, is as much the ordering of Intelligence as the ordering of Vision. That what we see shapes not just what we
think, but how we think.” 0 1 Ruskin is one among several scholars to notice the strong relationship between sight and opinion. English
artist and writer John Berger also finds that “the way we see things is aﬀected by what we know or what we believe.” 02 Art historian
Erwin Panofsky even provides such an example: “Linear perspective employed by the painters is comprehensible only for a quite
specific, indeed specifically modern, sense of space, or if you will, sense
of the world.” He also note that “man is… disposed to interpreting the
world in ways most… accommodating to his needs.” 0 3
In the same sense, design artifacts have been used to distinguish
diﬀerent economic classes; specifically servants from their masters.
English scholar Adrian Forty finds that design demonstrates
discrimination just by its visual nature: “If such distinctions in
design were intended to convince domestic servants of their own
lowly status, it also helped employers believe that servants were as
inferior as their occupations.” 0 4 Others find that these diﬀerences
are hidden away. Writer Akiko Busch notes that “invisibility for
people on the social margins is diﬀerent… a byword for exclusion
[and] alienation… Might as well be invisible, reads a hand-lettered
cardboard sign… [by] a homeless man.” 0 5 And while contemporary
Dial-A-Bird Call Service
designers strive to deliver concise and coherent messages, that
connect readers to other things in the world, they are also found avoiding these unpleasant realities: “In 1968 the Type Directors Club…
published their… winning designs… opposite… black-and-white reproductions… of disturbing riots, violent scenes in Vietnam, student
protest police brutality… juxtaposed with professional work that… said very little of the context within which it was made.” 0 6
Oversimplified content continues to foster feelings of disconnect and a lack of understanding about where things come from. Graphic
designers Lorraine Wild and David Karwan find an “aspect of detachment… in professional graphic design that emanates from the
designer/client relationship… the designer’s identity and interests are… inflected toward someone else’s communication.” 07 Berger
traces the same disconnect to the actual displacement of images:
“Originally paintings were an integral part of the building for which
they were designed… The uniqueness of every painting was once
part of the uniqueness of the place where it resided. Sometimes
the painting was transportable. But it could never be seen in two
places at the same time.” 0 8 The American journalist Rob Walker
shares concerns about this distance by questioning a culture in
which the use of abstract images replaces real things: “Problems
arise when people use ‘material goals and material experiences’
not to reflect who they are, but to construct who they are.” 0 9
Losing Touch records observations of things that are not tangible,
exploring the boundaries that exist between sense and nonsense.
The diﬀerent pieces question the origins of laughter, the nature
of friendships, and the spoken language of local sparrows. While
Local Bird Calls • Downtown Providence
the collection invites others to look closer with more imagination
and curiosity, these items are not made to express mere joy and delight. By befriending objects and creatures I address feelings of
disconnect from the world. These works gather various approaches of reconnecting to the real world – a catalogue of diﬀerent ways to
make something noticeable when it might otherwise risk being overlooked.

30 Fenner Street

•

Providence RI

Invitation

•

Print

•

5.5 × 8.5 in

The Cathedral of Saints Peter & Paul

English painter Bridget Riley reflects on the relationship between art and detachment: “The artist today is still, essentially, a very
isolated person… he discovers… that [something] so important to him is not generally thought to be really relevant by other people…
And that discovery is absolutely traumatic…” 1 0 John Giorno’s Dial-A-Poem presents a similar struggle to connect too: “The phones are
now long gone, but Dial-A-Poem is still out there waiting… on the Web… Click. Click. Click. You’re in control… Was this what Mr. Giorno
intended?… Three lines form John Cage’s Silence says it all: It is not irritating to be where one is. It is only irritating to think one would like to be
somewhere else. Here we are now. But then, going somewhere else is what the Internet is all about.” 11
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Dial-A-Bird Call Service

Dial-A-Bird Call Service

Laughing Matter

Birdcalls are often mistaken for sounds instead of speech. In this work,
callers can dial 401 · 601 · 1996 and listen to local sparrows singing,
as if having a conversation over the phone. The callers can interpret
the chittering as language instead of noise. Although these are not
direct translations, the sounds still provide space to appreciate nature.

The idea stems from photographs of birds that were taken in parking
lots, where nearby signage reads ‘Early Bird Special’ and ‘Park Here.’
I thought the birds might have misread the signs to congregate there.
Nina Katchadourian’s Natural Car Alarms and John Giorno’s phone
service Dial-A-Poem are references for this work.

Humor is characteristic of the culture it comes from. These containers
sample sounds of laughter to see if they are distinct in various languages.
Finding it diﬃcult to measure results the item reimagines the intangible
instead. By making the contents available for purchase, the idea now
concerns itself with commodification and high demands for laughter.

Phone & Answering Machine

Metro Park

•

Early Bird Special

Laughter

•

Recording

•

Glass

•

2.5 × 3 in

Artist Nina Katchadourian explains the magic of misunderstandings:
“Misunderstandings [are] fruitful starting points for ideas. Moments
of confusion produce expansive mental space where… creative thinking
becomes possible. Eventually, a clue restores the proper context…
tethering me to what’s really going on – delineating and determining
what should be [understood]. When things make sense again, it’s
actually a bit disappointing.”
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I Wish You Were Here

I Wish You Were Here

In the summer of 2017, I traveled to a small renaissance village, Urbino.
I wandered around its Italian landscape discovering small streets and
shortcuts. Meanwhile, I make several attempts to befriend a local who
knows the city well – still questioning the nature of such a friendship and
its significance. I document small discoveries along the way, taking

While the delivery could cause confusion or the postcards might lose
their way, a part of me still believes that the prints will arrive at the
correct destination. The chair, the cats, and the crickets can never visit
me, but perhaps some of the others can – friends like the wind, the
light, and the rain.

Postcard Series

Front

•

Inside

•

Back

•

1/16

•

Print

•

5.5 × 4 in

Piazza Rinascimento

photographs and recording sounds. I then began to realize that these
inanimate objects and small creatures are my local friends. I make these
postcards to send back to Urbino extending our companionship. If the
chairs, the crickets, the cats, the church bells… receive their invitations
they can visit me in Providence. And if not, I will have to to accept the
transient quality of our time together.
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Interview with Nina Katchadourian

Hi Nina, I have a quick question: you have a category of work titled Uninvited Collaborations with
Nature. How do you determine if the situation is inviting or not? And then how do you define the
boundaries of collaboration especially when these exchanges are nonhuman? Okay, thanks bye!

Hi there, this is Nina. About Uninvited Collaborations with Nature – you have asked me
how I make the situations inviting. I think that’s a little bit the point, that they actually
aren’t very inviting and they definitely aren’t exactly collaborations because I have sort
of hoisted myself onto the animals involved. They are a little bit resistant to what I am
doing with them, or sometimes to them. In the case of the spiderwebs for instance, the
spider is certainly not interested in my help and my attempts to collaborate are met with
the spider tossing out all of the thread I have put into its web, in an attempt to help.

Nina Katchadourian is an American artist. She uses various mediums
that span photography, sculpture, video, and sound. The way she
observes moments and situations within various environments is most
interesting. Her work interprets the nature of things that surround
her and these perspectives also encourage me to work the way I do.

bronze fabricators or there are diﬀerent things that sometimes require specialized help,
and in that case, the trick really is finding a collaborator who understands what you’re
doing and why. I spend a lot of time talking with people to make sure we’re on the same
page that way. Hope that helps! Okay, have a great day.
The items you choose from the environment often act like language. This is especially evident in your
work Translation Exercise, where rocks are used as elements of language in both literal and figurative
ways. I am mostly interested in the tactile quality of the work as well as the sense that it mediates
conversation between the audience and the surrounding space. Do you intend for certain materials
to play specific roles like this, or do you find that these types of interconnections and relationships
can only be discovered while working with it?

So it’s not really guided by the material or the objects per se, I would say that the order
is more that I think about the structure and then think about the things that I might put
into that structure.
Perhaps an easier way to answer this question is to think about the works I’ve done
that involve various genealogical trees. Like in the Geneology of the Super Market piece,
or Airplane Family Tree or, Rock Family Tree , works where you know it’s possible to
inject a diﬀerent content into an existing structure, and by doing that, call or pull out
relationships between things that aren’t usually put into relationships that way. I hope
that makes sense; I hope that I’m answering your question on the mark, and look forward
to your next call. Okay bye!

I flew and made work on airplanes every time I was stuck on a plane, using my phone.
But I never had any idea that that was going to become an eight years long continuing
kind of project. And so, you know, it’s a mix! There are things that I have been thinking
about for years that I can’t seem to crack. This frustrates me like crazy but I can’t quite
figure out what it is I want to make about certain topics, or incidents in my life. I guess the
past has shown that you sometimes just have to let things kind of sit around for a while
and just keep thinking about them. Sometimes the form will kind of show itself to you or
a way forward.

You also asked about a longer-term narrative, something that someone kind of leaves
with a memory of a piece or an experience of it. I don’t know if that’s anything I can
control. I mean I think that I don’t know that you can control how long a piece kind of
sticks with your viewer – it depends on the viewer and it depends on the piece. I don’t
know, I guess all you can try to do is make work that’s good and work that’s good tends
to stick, so yeah.
Hi Nina! I am often hesitant to use channels of media that can change the perception of something
in sort of unforeseen ways. Do you feel that selecting medium or content matter is an organic process

It does help me a lot to talk with other people and often with people who are not artists.
About that: I remember very clearly trying to think about my project years ago, which I

for you, that can lead you somewhere unexpected or do you think it’s more of an intended matter

to use tools that you don’t entirely know how to use, because I think you can make
interesting mistakes, misuse them in ways that open up possibilities.
I’m thinking of a time a long time ago when I had a residency and I showed up with a lot
of recording equipment. I spent basically my six weeks at the MacDowell Colony writing
songs and recording, working on this project that was really about getting to know my
gear, but as the result of just experimenting and not really knowing what I was doing,
I did a lot of things that a more seasoned musician probably wouldn’t have done. And
that was a good thing. So I try to remind myself of stuﬀ like this. But I hope that’s helpful.
Okay, take care, bye!

where you hope to reach a specific audience? Okay, thanks Bye!
Hi Nina, one last question: in your description the work Natural Car Alarms you describe a magic

Between the lines, I hope that you can hear that I am definitely aware of how unhelpful a
lot of my help is and I think with many projects; with Natural Crossdressing, with Mended
Spiderwebs , with Quit Using Us , with many other things I’ve made, the rather hubristic
thing that I’m trying to bring up between the lines of the fact is that I was never asked
to do anything in the first place. There is a meddlesome quality to my presence in their
world. These days I think a lot about the rather dire consequences of this attitude that
humans have, often taken towards non-humans, animals, and what we’re going to do
about all that – Nina laughs. I think that’s where I’ll leave the answer to your question.
Okay, take care bye!

in misunderstanding and how it is rather disappointing when things make sense again. I was really
excited to find this in writing, realizing that my own workflow often begins with a misreading of
something. In the same spirit, do you think that nonsensical subject matter, or perhaps an item that
has a sort of eccentric quality, is it seen in any particular way? Okay, thanks Bye!

Hey Eury! I think your last question is also my favorite of the questions, as it is yours,
you said. So the question is about misunderstanding and sort of the nonsensical, is the
word that you used. Here’s my thoughts about that: I think that something that is purely
nonsensical actually would never resonate with – how can I put it – it’s a funny kind of
physics. There’s sort of like the thing we know and the thing that makes sense and then
there’s what we’re going to call the nonsensical, which is sort of a thing in relationship
to that, that shifts it, and I guess, I think that if there wasn’t also some sense in the
nonsensical, you just wouldn’t get that kind of vibration between the two – like there
wouldn’t be any molecules moving around them together.

Your artwork is often made of delightfully unexpected things, like dust, birdsong, and even popcorn.
These items are then documented in various ways through media like video, sound, photography…etc.
Of the range of materials, mediums and subject matter that you work with, how do you select these
specific items and methods of publishing over others? Okay, thanks bye!

Hi, this is Nina and I’m answering your question which is about why I choose the
materials I choose, or how I figure out what materials to choose, given very diverse
subjects and projects. You know that’s actually never very particularly complicated
because I think that often it’s just the idea or the thing I’m trying to work with that
determines the medium.

They do share some molecules, that’s my point. That you have to sort of have a grain
of the thing that makes sense, for the nonsensical to be interesting or meaningful, or in
fact, to make sense. And so I would describe it more as a way of bringing a diﬀerent kind
of sense to the thing that already makes sense. Like, the nonsensical isn’t – it’s the non
part that is wrong with that word. It’s not that there’s no sense in it. It’s just that there’s
maybe a diﬀerent kind of sense in it, or a shifted kind of sense in it, or less sense in it,
but I think there has to be sense in it for there to be resonance between these things. So,
for Natural Car Alarms , for example, it only works because you can recognize in my reedited car alarms, so much of the original car alarm. I mean that’s a very clear example
of the reason why that piece kind of still makes sense, even though it’s shifted away from
the thing that we know.

So in the case of Dust, I got really interested in dust at the Museum of Modern Art –
where I was invited to make a project for – and I guess I just thought about what form
of presentation already exists within museum conventions. The audio tour is one that I
have often been interested in – a device you walk around with that kind of guides your
looking and points things out – or usually in the case of a museum, a tour that picks out
artworks and helps you see things in them that you would not usually see.
I guess on my dust tour the logic was a little bit shifted in that I’m actually trying to get
you to look at things that you would never look at. In some ways I’m getting you to look
away from the artworks and at other things in the museum that I would like to pull
forward as also very interesting and worthy of closer examination. So there are just ways
sometimes that I look for the systems already in use, if its a site specific project, and find
ways to work within those, or alongside those, or in imitation of those, or in their mode.
And with other materials its sometimes just a very pragmatic solution. I use a lot of
photography for example, because otherwise people wouldn’t ever get to see what some
of these interventions in the forest look like. Or what happens when I spend time in the
book collections reorganizing somebody’s books to write sentences with the spines,
which is what I do in the sorted books project.
I’ve often had to learn new tools and I’ve often have had to actually work with people
who know how to use tools that I don’t know how to use. So computer programmers or
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Mended Spiderweb Series #19

Hi Eury, this is Nina. I’m leaving you another message. So if I understand your question
right, the way I will respond to it is this, is that often what I look for are structures.
Structures that are familiar to us, structures that we work with a lot in our everyday life,
things like charts, and maps, and diagrams – things that have a kind of an authoritative
looking form as well; that’s often important. Or as you point in a few projects like
Translation Exercise there might be an activity which has certain conventions, and rules,
and structures associated with it.
When you translate you’re trying to find a sense of a word in one language and its
corresponding sense of that word in another language – which sometimes is not a matter
of an exact match but more of a bigger picture match; thinking about the words that
surround it and the overall context of what you might be translating and so on.

Marketing Tips for Spiders

Do you juggle short-term and long-term projects together? In the case of quicker projects – and
depending on the medium – how do you sustain long-term engagement with the audience that
maintains an extended narrative?

Hi Eury, it’s Nina calling back. You asked about short and long term projects. I definitely
have both in play all the time. But maybe the thing to say about that is that you don’t
always know when a project is a short or a long-term project. There are things that I was
doing for years, I wouldn’t even say working on, because I think there are things that I
sometimes just do for years without really realizing if or when they will be ever become a
project – or even if they are a project. One thing I’ve often said is that you sometimes have
to do something to figure out why you’re doing it. So there are projects that certainly
began that way, like Seat Assignment, where I just started taking pictures every time that

Thanks for letting me be part of this experience, it’s been really fun. I’ve come down with
a bit of a cold, so I’m a little sniﬄy today but I hope you can understand all this okay and
that it makes sense. Okay, take care, bye bye!

Spiderweb Repair Kit

knew was a project that meant my parents and I would learn how to speak in each others
accents, but the thing I couldn’t figure out was what the script should be for that. What is
the text that we would be learning. I was thinking about a text that was about translation
or a text that was about accents and it just all seemed kind of too straight-forward.
Then I spoke with an anthropologist friend of mine who said, why don’t you ask your
parents to write an account of a typical kind of conversation they have when they get
asked about their accents. And it was such an anthropologist’s way of thinking about
it, to sort of go to the subject themselves to get that information and it kind of suddenly
fell into place. So all kinds of things can happen. Sometimes projects will happen very
quickly and exist very quickly without me sort of having planned on working on
anything. So I just try to stay open to both scenarios.

You asked about media and choosing media, selecting media, and you also said that
you’re sometimes hesitant about knowing how to approach that. I guess you know, as
with many things, you just have to sort of try something. So that there are a lot of media
that I’ve worked in that I don’t necessarily know how to work with when I begin, and
sometimes that means bringing in other people to help.

This conversation was recorded on an answering machine over the course of a month. While never having
met or spoken with Nina, her absence provides context for this interview about the nonsensensical
nature of things.

I’m more willing to do that than I was when I started making art. It sort of felt somehow
important that I do everything myself, and it felt like cheating not to. I’ve definitely
changed my mind about that. I think that, you know, for example, the nature of
collaboration is such that you’re often working with people that have a totally diﬀerent
skillset, and that’s part of what makes it exciting – is you learn something from their
knowledge. I will also say, as a kind of counterbalance to that, that it can be very useful
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Vanishing Point

Vanishing Point

Celebrate the Infinite

Celebrate the Infinite

Ornithologist, Roger Pasquier observes birds in New York City’s Central Park every year. He finds that the behavior of birds hint at
how our ecospheres are changing: “Traditional harbingers of spring, like robins and bluebirds, are now year-round residents… These
changes may seem benign, but they demonstrate how rapidly our familiar landscapes are changing.” 0 1 Punctuation, like birds, are
small things that reflect the tone of a larger page. German-Jewish writer Franz Kafka even uses these intricate details to illustrate a
very specific voice: “Kafka’s decision to embed the dialogue in the narrative and to omit most punctuation except for commas and an
occasional period lends his prose a breathlessly modern tone.” 02 But our attention to small things is waning and our world looks for
larger convenience in speed instead. Nevertheless, there are still some that seek the things we notice less. One is the Industrial Designer
Thomas Thwaites who writes of these reasons as starting points for
research: “I wanted to explore… mundane everyday objects, and to
connect these things with the ground they’re made from.” 0 3

How to Work Better (1991) is a readymade artwork adapted from local
ceramics factories in Thailand. It has ironically been installed as large
murals for inspiration in much more wealthier countries. As a response
I am adding number 11. Celebrate the Infinite to this list. The idea invites
viewers to think about the ever-changing nature of time and context.

A line is a collection of points that extends infinitely in both directions.
‘Celebrate the Infinite’ is a book of horizontal lines. It can be cut at any
point using a guillotine. The fore edge always reveals the same message:
Celebrate the Infinite.

Our relationship to the ground has been a long one. Biblically
speaking, we come from soil: “The LORD God formed man of the
dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life.”
The horizon is a meeting place between the sky and ground. The
landscapes that appear in my work are similar points of encounter,
allowing onlookers to see everyone and everything on it, as equal
parts of a scene. The pieces aims to foreground the importance of
perspective, to present the Vanishing Point as a reminder that we
share common ground, and to feel okay being lost.
American writer Rebecca Solnit reflects on our relationship to the
land and the idea of being lost on it: “No one will ever be lost like
those early conquistadors… wandering a continent about which they knew nothing, not its topography, its climate… they had no words
for places, for plants, for the animals.” 0 4 Human beings have a tendency to mark territories by naming them. American anthropologist
Igor Kopytoﬀ observes this too: “the human mind has an inherent tendency to impose order upon the chaos of its environment by
classifying its contents, and without this classification knowledge of the world, adjustment to it would not be possible… there’s also
tendency to impose a hierarchy upon the categories.” 0 5 But perhaps this is not inherent. As Solnit finds this in the writings of ecologist
Gary Paul Nabhan, children have a more direct relationship to the ground: “He realized how much time adults spend scanning the
landscape for picturesque panoramas and scenic overlooks. While the kids were on their hands and knees, engaged with what was
immediately before them we adults traveled by abstraction.” 0 6 A
painter’s vanishing point is just another abstract idea of vision:
“Item Perspectiva ist ein lateinisch Wort, bedeutt ein Durchsehung
(Perspectiva is a Latin word which means ‘seeing through). This is
how Dürer sought to explain the concept of perspective… when the
entire picture has transformed… into a window.” 07

L’Adoration de l’Agneau Mystique

•

Cathédrale Saint-Bavon de Gand

On the other hand our active sight and mind prevents us from
seeing the world, tethering us to an adult version of abstraction.
The protagonist of Roald Dahl’s story finds the same while training
himself to see without his eyes: “The conscious mind… is a scattered,
unconcentrated thing. It is concerning itself with thousands of
diﬀerent items… Shut your eyes and think of something… And in just
a few seconds your mind will start wandering.” 0 8 Perspective and
abstraction allows us to maintain distance from the ground. Solnit
50 Kennedy Plaza • Downtown Providence
explains that a sense of being lost comes from misunderstanding
the Earth more than anything else: “most European-Americans remained lost over the centuries, lost… in the more profound sense of
apprehending where they truly were, of caring what the history of the place was and its nature. Instead, they named it after the places
they had left and tried to reconstruct those places through imported plants, animals, and practices.” 0 9
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Print
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9 × 10 in

Foredge Cutting • Print

English Painter Bridget Rileynotes that “the relationship of all artists to nature is important… It’s not only visual – the sounds of the
insects, the scents, the heat of the sun, the force of the winds, even the violence of the storms – it’s the entire thing.” 10 Nature everinteresting because it can never be seen in its entirety: “birds not only perceive graduations of color we miss, but extra color cones in
their retinas allow them to perceive other hues that we are unable even to imagine… By discerning ultraviolet light, bees see patterns
of flowers invisible to us and use them to locate nectar. They process color… faster than humans, seeing the way colors change with
angle and perceiving iridescence where we do not… The entire world is shining with things we cannot see.” 1 1
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Correspondence

I collect postcards from various galleries, libraries, secondhand shops,
and museums. Some of these are reprints of artwork and others are
pictures of historical landscapes. A set of thirty-six so far, the following
prints capture found moments that are similar to those in the original
historical postcards in my collection.

While the original postcards make use of images from all around the
world, this visual exercise oﬀers the chance to look closely at more local
landscapes. Each historical postcard shown on the left, corresponds
to another of Providence on the right.
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Reading the Landscape

Reading the Landscape

This bridge that looks out at a horizon is a space for contemplation and
solitude. Standing there is like reading the landscape. These prints use
the format of a newspaper, replacing its writing with a photograph. This
invites the viewer to imagine reading things other than text.
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See-Through

See-Through

This Portrait of a Landscape is a clear, acrylic plate that leans against
a window. In doing so the border frames the landscape seen through
it. It quickly becomes a live, moving poster with an active scene to look
at, encouraging the viewer to observe and imagine things beyond the
given perspectives or boundaries.

Poster
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Film of Poster

•

1 min

These prints come second in the See-Through Series. Each takes
inspiration from Fiona Banner’s Full Stop sculptures. Banner
explains that “if [her] sculptures are full stops, then we, walking
amongst them and the buildings that frame them, become like
the missing letters and words of a sentence.”
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Large Format

•

Print

•

24 × 36 in

Poster

•

Large Format

•

Print

•

24 × 36 in

The See-Through Series begins with the question “When does art stop?
Where does the real world begin?” Each piece examines the boundaries
between the real world and our imagination. This See-Through stencil
comes third in the series. These are prints set onto various surfaces found
outside. The prints are made with chalk and salt that will disappear.

Poster

•

Clear Acrylic Stencil

•

Laser Cut

•

Spray Chalk

•

Print

•

17 × 22 in

The image uses Jorge Luis Borge’s description of the universe from
The Aleph. The text disappears into the background leaving the
only the periods scattered on page. If these full stops are like stars
dispersed among sentences then the words read are endless
galaxies and worlds left unexplored.
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Interview with Alisa Grifo and Marco Ter Haar Romeny

Alisa Grifo and Marco Ter Harr Romeny run KIOSK . It has been called
“a shop by some, a museum by others.” It is also “an office, a studio,
an installation, a store, a happening, a workshop, a party, a whatever.”
Their goal is to share the things that go unnoticed: “Look up, down
and around… when you open your eyes fascination is everywhere.”

Hi! Unfortunately I have absolutely no free time, at all, when I do I’ll be able to get to this
and I can check with you then to see if you still need our reply... It’s all I can do right now.

“There is one beauty and it is in the rainbow. Lend your eye a hand. Carry the prism in your
pocket and be the guy with the rainbow, that girl with the planet. Lend a Hand to all those
down in the dumps and dark in the soul. Mother Nature can be so generous. Father Earth can
be so kind. Lend us all a hand to see the beauty that surrounds us around and around and
around... Snap out of it! Lend a Hand!”

Alisa

How do objects convey their origins? Do you find that they are easily adopted into their new
surroundings based on how they are used and displayed?

Dear Alisa, Hi, absolutely not a problem. Thank you so much for your willingness to do so at the very
least, as well as your very quick reply.

How would you describe a landscape? Is there a particularly memorable view that you would be

Eury

able to share with me?

I remember buying a prism from KIOSK. There was a kind note inside that said it was also one of your
favorite items. Would you be able to share a little more about this prism and how it came to become
part of your collection?

Rainbow Prism

•

Glass & Wood

•

Germany

•

4 × 1 × 1.25 in

Rainbow Prism Box

•

Germany

•

4 × 1 × 1.25 in

A Note from KIOSK

These are a set of questions without answers. While there was an arrangement for this conversation to happen
there were unexpected circumstances that have made it incomplete. But it’s okay to not know the answers.
The interview questions alone provide a context for this idea about the essence of light, vision, and the land.
Do you think that objects have personalities that are not visual? I mean to ask if you find an item
more sensational over time?

Do you have a general criteria for choosing objects? Are particular conversations had with the
maker to discover its history, its place, its time?
Do you think there is a significant diﬀerence between sharing and communicating? If yes, which is
more a part of your point of view?
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Landscapes that appear throughout this thesis have both an infinite and indefinite nature of space and time. I share this particular
interest with Italo Calvino. The Italian writer outlines an out-of-place-ness, particularly well in Six Memos for the Next Millennium:
“the two terms are repeatedly contrasted: indefinite and infinite… the unknown is always more attractive than the known; hope and
imagination are the only consolations for the disappointments and sorrows of experience. Man thus projects his desires onto the
infinite, feeling pleasure only when he can imagine that it won’t end. But since the human brain can’t grasp the infinite, indeed recoils
in fear from the very thought, it must content itself with the indefinite, with sensations that as they blur together create an impression
of boundlessness, illusory but still pleasing.” 0 1
German-Jewish art historian Erwin Panofsky agrees, in a more scientific sense of the idea: “Perception does not know the concept
of infinity; from the very outset it is confined within certain spatial limits imposed by our perception.” 02 I still value the uncertain
qualities of imagination over the more concise manner of vision, alongside Calvino who also notes that “contributing to this pleasure
are the variety, the uncertainty, the inability to see everything, the ability to wander with one’s imagination where one cannot see.” 0 3
In our contemporary world, where cameras and machines guide our vision, seeing is believing. Having faith in the unseen is a virtue
of the past and I find myself trying to uncover things that are hidden from sight – the intangible details that go unnoticed. Language
oﬀers infinite ways for these indefinite things to come into being. French novelist Georges Perec even argues that “there’s nothing… to
stop us from imagining things… This is how space begins, with words only.” 0 4 But language can also be a barrier. My work often carries
an uncertainty – the feeling of floating. I want to find some connection but I am never able to do so. I continue to struggle with isolation
because I am unassociated with any place in particular. I have this constant need to belong somewhere, while simultaneously being
from nowhere. I think that this disconnect is the result of being not semi, but fully, bilingual and bicultural. Everyone thinks that this
would allow me to be part of multiple communities but it actually prevents me from fitting into any. I still find exclusion and distance
diﬃcult. This constant void and never-ending search for acceptance drives me to produce work that either attempts at visualizing
things that cannot be seen or at creating objects that are tactile although the subject is not there.
Let’s Meet Over There attempts to ground the light qualities of the work I make. I share Calvino’s fascination in the earthen characteristics
of landscapes, among other things: “A sky scattered with little clouds is perhaps more pleasurable than a totally clear sky; and a view of
the sky is perhaps less pleasurable than one of the land… because it is less varied (and also less like us, less suited to us, less related to what
is ours etc.).” 0 5 If we look closer we can find these connections everywhere. Painter Bridget Riley also observes these commonalities:
“Cornwall… the landscape is rich and varied… I find it again in other places in other countries, even quite unexpectedly – in Japan, for
instance… I was sailing on this Inland Sea, I suddenly saw the relationship with Cornwall.” 0 6
Let’s Meet Over There allows room for some things to float in the same sense. Free fall is a downward movement subject only to the force
of gravity. An object in free fall may not necessarily be falling down in the usual sense of the term. An object moving upwards would
not normally be considered to be falling, but if it is subject to the force of gravity, it is still said to be in free fall. So the moon is in free fall.
Suspend and suspense are two words that levitate like the moon. Suspending an object leaves it hovering and suspending something
leaves the situation in the same hover-state. A shared sense of uncertainty is what causes suspense. I am interested in these moments
of suspension that are full of potential and when the possibilities of its future are open to interpretation.

I hope to continue embracing the unknown, observe, notice, and share my findings in the simplest ways possible, inviting various
others to do so too . Italian artist and designer Bruno Munari suggests similar: “it has become necessary to demolish the myth of the ‘star’
artist who only produces masterpieces for a small group of ultra-intelligent people… the artist must step down from his pedestal and be
prepared to make a sign for a butcher’s shop (if he knows how to do it).” 07 James Bridle is another artist that finds the increasing need for
us to realize our realities, and begin to read our surroundings: “Over the last century, technological acceleration has transformed our
planet, our societies, and ourselves, but it has failed to transform our understanding of these things… new technologies do not merely
augment our abilities, but actively shape and direct them… [but] because we are completely entangled with them, this understanding
cannot be limited to the practicalities of how things work: it must be extended to how things came to be, and how they continue to
function… What is required is not understanding, but literacy… the need to live even when we don’t always understand.” 0 8
These suggestions require simple shifts in perspective. In the future wish to present diﬀerent angles to look at things from. We can
also do this collectively by directing attention towards our ever-changing environments rather than trying to understand or define
it in the moment. It is okay to not know and to accept something that does not make sense. Most of all, it is important to remember that
we share common ground, in both a metaphorical and a literal sense. We are responsible for the Earth as a community and an eﬀort
towards its preservation should be also. This is a concern and a stance that I do not take lightly. To borrow the well written words of the
English writer George Orwell, who also cares for simpler things: “I do not want, completely to abandon the world-view that I acquired
in childhood… I shall continue to feel strongly about prose style, to love the surface of the Earth, and to take pleasure in solid objects
and scraps of useless information.” 0 9
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